
Module 1:
Introduction to    

Mentoring

[Location]
[Date]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Welcome to the Mentor Training Course. We are delighted to have you and look forward to working with you during the course.



22% of teachers in Louisiana 

leave the profession 

every year
the 3rd highest of any state

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideFacilitator says: Nationwide, the statistic hovers around 9%, with the average nationwide for higher poverty schools hovering around 12%.  Note: This statistic is from 2019



Students of color are 3-4x more likely to 
attend a school where 25% or more of the 

teachers are in their first year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideFacilitator says: Those students are more likely to have a brand new teacher year after year.



U.S teachers spend more time teaching
during the work day than those in any other 

developed country

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideFacilitator says: In other developed countries, a significant portion of the day is devoted to planning, collaboration, and professional development time



The pipeline of new qualified teachers 
continues to shrink

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



The number of emergency certifications for 
teachers who have not had teacher training 

continues to rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



Covid 19 Pandemic and aftermath of murder 
of George Floyd have placed unprecedented 

demands on educators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



More than 38,000 educators entered the 
classroom for the first time as the “teacher 

of record” and for the majority of these 
teachers their pathway to certification has 

been substantially altered.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideNote: This statistic is referring to the start of the 20-21 school year. 



The number one reason teachers give for 
leaving the profession is feeling 

unsupported, especially in times of 
changing standards and changing 

curriculums

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideFacilitator does: Those are sobering statistics. But they’re also the reason that we are all here to work together. Because..



High-quality mentoring that includes 
observation and feedback

helps beginning teachers learn to teach 
effectively in high-need schools 
and reduces teacher turnover

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideSource: Teacher Turnover: Why It Matters and What We Can Do About It Learning Policy Institute, 2017



Mentors provided the most value to new 
teachers of any form of assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideSource: A survey released in April 2014 by the National Network of State Teachers of the Year and the American Institutes for Research

http://www.gtlcenter.org/sites/default/files/Good_to_Great_Report.pdf


A system of ongoing and meaningful 
professional learning that occurs between 
mentor and mentee has been proven the 

most effective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slideFacilitator says: Mentoring in this context means mentoring that occurs over time as part of a relationship - not just one and done. It’s exciting to know that research has shown that there is a specific action that’s within our power to take that has been proven to reduce turnover.  And ultimately, this is for the students.



All students deserve to have 

an excellent teacher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Read slideFacilitator says: I’m so excited to be coming together to learn and practice high-quality mentoring practices, and to start to move the needle on growing and retaining excellent teachers here in your district.



Facilitator Introductions

INSERT PHOTO INSERT PHOTO

<Insert name> <Insert name>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: I am [presenters introduce themselves and share a brief background].Facilitator does: Introduce logistics for training (restrooms, times, breaks, lunch, etc.). 



Mentor Training Goals

• Build a strong relationship and effectively communicate with mentee, including 
providing ongoing support to mentee in a virtual space 

• Understand the mindset and needs of adult learners, including new teachers, and 
how they apply to the mentoring role

• Diagnose and prioritize mentee’s strengths and areas for growth in the areas of 
classroom management, instruction & understanding the unique needs of 
students 

• Design and implement a mentoring support plan to develop mentee knowledge 
and skills

• Monitor mentee’s progress and determine next steps for ongoing mentoring 
work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 8 minutesFacilitator says: The goals for the Mentor Training Course appear on p. 3 of your packet. Each module contributes to the achievement of these goals. Your learning is spiraling over time so that you will deeply understand content and have the capacity to mentor mentees to implement fully and accurately the Louisiana curriculum and support student achievement of the standards.The first goal addresses building relationships with mentees. Mentors use the currency of strong relationships to develop the competence of their mentees. Through clear communication, partnership agreements, and commitment to maintaining trust, mentors and mentees develop a bond that allows them to have difficult conversations and work together to ensure the mentee becomes a competent, capable teacher.The second goal addresses the beginning step of the mentoring cycle. Mentors diagnose and prioritize a mentee’s strengths and areas for improvement based on a wide variety of data collected in authentic situations. During this course, you will learn how to collect data, how to analyze the data, and how to develop goals for the mentee’s development.The third goal of the Mentor Training Course focuses on developing a coaching plan to support the development of the mentee. Using the data collected and the goals established, together with the mentee, develops a plan that outlines how the mentor and mentee will achieve the mentee’s goals for growth and development. You will also learn how to monitor and measure progress toward those goals using a variety of evidence including teaching practice and student work. Turn to a shoulder partner and identify the points under the goal that you are particularly interested in learning more about.Facilitator does: Brings the groups back together to proceed to the next goal.Facilitator says: The last goal is about your own teaching competency. The more the mentor knows, the more the mentee will know. The stronger a teacher the mentor is, the stronger a teacher the mentee will be. During this course you will have opportunities to develop a deeper understanding of your content and content-specific pedagogy to apply while you are working with your mentee, modeling best practices, and supporting student learning. In essence, mentors must be the best teachers they can be to support the development of the next generation of teachers.  Over the course you will assess your strengths and areas of need as a mentor as well as add to your understanding of effective pedagogy and deepen your understanding of your content area.Take a moment to review the four course goals and note their priority to you as a learner in this course. Indicate which is your top priority, second, third, and fourth. Share your ranking with a shoulder partner and explain why. 



Today’s Agenda

● Welcome
● Why Mentors Matter
● What is Mentoring?
● Mentor Attributes & Stances
● The Mentor Cycle
● Overview of Assessments
● Connection to Teacher Competencies 
● Build Relationships

○ Establish Trust
● Administrator Support
● Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: We will always start our time together by letting you know the day’s agenda. Today we are starting with an overview of the entire program. Then we will begin answering the questions, why mentors matter, what is mentoring and what does it mean to be a mentor. We will do an overview of the Mentor Cycle, which is what all our work will be grounded in. We will connect this work to the Teacher Competencies and the Assessments that are required as part of participation in this training program. We will then begin learning about one of the main components of the Mentor Cycle, Build Relationships. This agenda can be found on page 3 of the handout. 



Mutual Commitments

Make the learning meaningful. 

Engage mentally and physically.

Notice opportunities to support the learning of others.

Take responsibility for your own learning.

Own the outcomes.

Respect the learning environment including use of 
technology.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 4 minutesFacilitator says: When new teams of people come together, it is helpful for them to create some agreements to ensure safety, trust, and productivity within the group. While you may have heard the term “norms” before we would like to  propose these more as mutual commitments. These are commitments we make to support each other’s learning. These can be found also on page 3 of your handout.The first is that we make the learning meaningful. By this we mean, that learning is a shared process owned both by the learning facilitator and the learner. Sometimes if we are examining a specific idea, you might need to add to the conversation the nuances, details, and adaptations to have the idea fit your unique context. When you choose to do that, learning becomes useful to you personally and you can enhance everyone’s learning.The second is engaging mentally and physically. Learning is exhausting. By focusing, attending, and maintaining attention, you will be able to maximize what you take away from this learning experience. We typically design opportunities for you to engage with different people throughout the learning process. When you do this your horizons and perspectives grow and you contribute positively to the learning of others.The third is noticing opportunities to support the learning of others. We believe strongly in the social interaction theory of learning. Those of you who are Vygotskyians in the group will recognize that learning and language are inherently interdependent. We encourage you to use language to clarify your own thinking and that of others by actively contributing your voice to the learning process.The fourth is take responsibility for your own learning. You have been selected to participate in this training because you are a recognized master teacher. How you engage in this learning experience reflects your value of and commitment to continuous improvement and will manifest your beliefs about learning as an educators. Use this opportunity to take responsibility for learning, consider how your choices and actions demonstrate your professionalism, and commit to making the most of this experience for yourself, your school, your students, and the next generation of teachers you will develop.The fifth commitment is to own the outcomes. Make them yours. Embrace them as opportunities to stretch your own professional practice. Be committed not just to learn about them, but to practice them in your work beyond the training. Each of the outcomes we focus on will take practice, some more than others. Be committed to becoming proficient and masterful with each so that your are stretching your own expertise as an educator.The last commitment is to respect the learning environment. Simple things here that are often distracting. Monitor your use of technology and how it communicates where your priorities, attention are at any given moment. When you absolutely must respond to an emergency text, a call, or email, please do so discreetly and quickly away from your learning team. Otherwise keep your full attention on your learning, how you are learning, so that you and those around you are not distracted. You will have breaks morning and afternoon and at lunch to check in with the outside world. Also, please clean up your trash, share the space at the table, and respect the integrity of each other. Be willing to be open to learning about yourself as a learner and what that says about what you believe about learning from your experiences and behaviors as a learner in this course.Facilitator does: Asks participants for a thumbs up regarding their willingness to keep these commitments. Remind them that we will review them often.



Module 1 Outcomes

• Learn the “why” behind mentoring and the impact mentoring 
can have on a new teacher

• Understand the mentor roles, responsibilities, expectations, and 
key attributes

• Recognize the Mentor Cycle as a framework for developing 
mentees’ knowledge and skills

• Develop ways to establish trust with mentee to build a strong 
relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Review the module outcomes for the day. Tell participants they can be found on page 4 of their handouts.



Why Mentors Matter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 20 secondsFacilitator does: Transition to the next part of the presentation - Why Mentors Matter.



Why Mentors Matter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Introduce the video. Explain that while the video comes from the Arizona K12 Center, it is definitely applicable anywhere with a strong mentor program. Tell participants they can take notes on page 4 of their handouts. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It-gNBMAJBM


Why Mentors Matter

What impact can a 
mentor have on a new 

teacher?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 7 minutesFacilitator does: Pose the question on the slide. Explain to participants that this entire training program will utilize a lot of discussion opportunities. Sometimes this will be done with their table groups and other times they will be grouped in different ways with participants at other tables. For this first discussion, ask them to turn to a shoulder partner to discuss the question on the slide. Allow participants to discuss for 4 minutes and use the other 3 minutes to see if anyone would like to share with the whole group. 



Pre-Work Article Discussion

● You read, “Eight Qualities 

of a Great Teacher Mentor”

● Let’s take a poll.

● Let’s discuss!

Respec
t

Listening

Challenging

Collaborati
on

Celebration
Truth

Safety

Empathy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Remind participants of the article they were asked to read as part of the pre-work for this session. They can find a copy of the article in their handout on page 5-8. Give participants 1 minute to review the 8 qualities from the article.Facilitator says: The first question for the group is, Which of the 8 qualities do you believe is the most important? As the words flash up on the screen please stand if you believe that quality is the most important for a mentor to have. Facilitator does: After going through all 8 qualities, ask the second question, Which of the 8 qualities do you believe is the second most important? And go through the animations one more time. Following the second round of voting, spark discussion around the poll results. Invite 2-3 participants who voted for the top answer to explain why they chose that particular quality. Invite a few participants who were one of the only people to vote for a particular quality to share their reasoning. Facilitator says: Later when we introduce the Mentor Cycle, you will begin to see where all these qualities come into play and how their importance really stands out in the cycle. 



What is Mentoring?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: We will now begin to answer the question, What is Mentoring? And What is a mentor? To start off we are going to do a 4 corners activity that will help us set the stage and begin sharing ideas on what makes someone a successful mentor. 



Four Corners

Front of roomA

B

C

D

Topic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Here is how the activity will work. We will pose a topic with 4 possible responses. Each corner of the room represents one of the responses. You will move to the corner that best represents your response. Once in your corner, pair up with someone and introduce yourself. Then, look to the screen for the next question to discuss with your partner. We will repeat this process a few times. Any questions?Facilitator does: Designate which corner will be A, B, C, and D. 



Years of teaching 
experience

0-5 6-10

11-15 16+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: Which corner best represents your answer to the following topic, Years of teaching experience. If you’ve been teaching 0-5 years you will move to corner A, 6-10 years you will move to corner C, 11-15 years will be in corner B, and 16 or more years will move to corner D. Remember when you get to your corner you will find a partner to pair up with, introduce yourselves, and then look to the screen for a few questions to discuss. 



Discuss with Your Partner

Who was your most memorable mentor as a new 
teacher?

What made her/him such a good mentor?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 6 minutesFacilitator says: Take 2 minutes to discuss the following two questions with your partner: Who was your most memorable mentor as a new teacher? And what made him or her such a good mentor?Facilitator does: Circulate as partners discuss and listen in on conversations. After 2 minutes bring the group back together and invite a few participants to share out with the whole group. Ask for 3 volunteers up front and designate them as person 1, 2, and 3. Then have them share out highlights from their conversations with the whole group. Facilitator says: We are glad you are able to remember such great mentors that influenced your careers. Remember that now this will be your opportunity to do the same for the teachers that you will be mentors to. Some of those key characteristics you shared about what made your mentor so good, will definitely be things to keep in mind as you enter into this new role. 



Favorite subject 
to teach

Reading/Writing Math

Social StudiesScience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: Here is our next topic - Which corner best represents your answer to this topic, Favorite subject to teach. If you’re favorite subject is reading/writing you will move to corner A, math moves to corner C, science moves to corner B, and social studies move to corner D. When you get to your new corner or for some of you, you might not have to move, find a new partner to pair up with, introduce yourselves, and then look to the screen for the next set of discussion questions. 



Discuss with Your Partner

Where did you struggle most as a new teacher?

How did you overcome that struggle?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 6 minutesFacilitator says: Take 2 minutes to discuss these two questions with your partner: Where did you struggle most as a new teacher? How did you overcome that struggle?Facilitator does: Circulate as partners discuss and listen in on conversations. After 2 minutes bring the group back together and invite a few participants to share out with the whole group. Ask for 3 volunteers up front and designate them as person 1, 2, and 3. Then have them share out highlights from their conversations with the whole group.



Vacation 
preference

Beach Mountains

CruiseDisney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: Our next topic is just for fun- Which corner best represents your answer to this topic, what is your preferred type of vacation? If you prefer going to the beach move to corner A, if you prefer more adventurous, mountain activities move to corner C, if you love disney vacations move to corner B, and if you prefer to go on a cruise move to corner D. When you get to your new corner or for some of you, you might not have to move, find a new partner to pair up with, introduce yourselves, and then look to the screen for the next set of discussion questions. 



Discuss with Your Partner

What are you most excited about when it comes to 
mentoring?

What are you most nervous about when it comes to 
mentoring?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 6 minutesFacilitator says: Take 2 minutes to discuss these two questions with your partner: What are you most excited about and most nervous about when it comes to mentoring?Facilitator does: Circulate as partners discuss and listen in on conversations. After 2 minutes bring the group back together and invite a few participants to share out with the whole group. Ask for 3 volunteers up front and designate them as person 1, 2, and 3. Then have them share out highlights from their conversations with the whole group. Have all participants return to their seats. 



Personal Reflection: The First Mentorship

Mentoring is the process by which a trusted and experienced 
person takes a personal and direct interest in the 

development and education of a less experienced individual.

1. Review The First Mentorship and Rationale for 
Mentoring

2. Consider your reasons for serving as a mentor

3. Jot your thoughts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: Here is a definition of mentoring. As you glance at the top of page 9 of your handout, you’ll notice a brief description of the origin of the concept of mentoring. Mentor was a trusted friend of Odysseus, from Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. When Odysseus left his home to fight in the Trojan War, he had no idea that his return would be delayed as he met with and faced enormous challenges in his journey home. Upon his departure, he asked his friend Mentor to care for his son and to help him be wise and develop until he returned. That request was granted and it was a long service in the name of commitment and friendship since it took Odysseus nearly 10 years to return home. Mentors make a huge and often unknown commitment when they agree to serve as mentors to an emerging teacher, yet they take their commitment and service seriously and with the honor and promise it deserves.Facilitator does: Pause to let people read the definition and to mark the key words or phrases in the definition. Facilitator does: Animate the slide to add directions for the reading on the next page.Facilitator says: Read the rationale for mentoring on p. X. Highlight reasons in the text for mentoring new teachers. After you finish reading, Write your reasons for wanting to be a mentor on the bottom of p. X. Facilitator does: Provides three minutes for reading and writing reasons.Facilitator says: As these are personal reflections, you won’t share them out.



Mentors…

“Provide the moral, emotional, and psychological support new 
professionals need so that they gain confidence and efficacy and a 
sense of belonging within a professional community”
“Provide professional support...to implement the school or district 
instructional framework and curricular program as quickly as 
possible so that students’ learning opportunities are not put on 
hold”
“Want to encourage continuous improvement, challenge with just 
the right amount of opportunities for growth, and identify and 
reinforce strengths as they become increasingly more evident.”

- Taking the Lead, Joellen Killion and Cindy Harrison

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Read the quotes to participants and allow them to add on to their reasons for wanting to be a mentor if applicable.



• What type of mentor is depicted in each 
video?

• Which type of mentoring aligns with your 
natural mentoring tendency?

Mentoring Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: Mentoring is a personalized process that is often driven by our own understanding of how learning occurs and our own natural tendencies or style of helping. Some of us are more directive; some more willing to promote trial and error; some more laissez faire. We are going to watch three videos now that show three types of mentoring. We’d like to ask you to think about which video more accurately depicts your natural tendency for helping. When we finish watching each video, you’ll have a chance to talk with a shoulder partner about what you saw in the videos.



Video 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: Here’s the first video. Ask yourself what type of mentoring is depicted here and how closely it aligns with your natural helping tendency.Facilitator does: Shows video. Make sure to expand the video to full screen.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ6kNLqktI4


Video 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: Here’s the second video. Ask yourself what type of mentoring is depicted here and how closely it aligns with your natural helping tendency. You might find yourself comparing and contrasting the two approaches to helping in each video.Facilitator does: Shows video. Expand to full screen for better viewing. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDKDC_IUnOA


Video 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: Here’s the third and final video. Ask yourself what type of mentoring is depicted here and how closely it aligns with your natural helping tendency. You might find yourself comparing and contrasting this and the other two approaches to helping in each video.Facilitator does: Shows video. Expand to full screen for better viewing. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-iUSMOoii0


Let’s Discuss

• What type of mentor is depicted in each video?
• Which type of mentoring aligns with your natural 

mentoring tendency?
• Share your thinking with a partner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 8 minutesFacilitator says: Turn to a shoulder partner. Take four minutes and describe the three approaches to mentoring depicted in each video and which is most like your natural tendency. You might explain how you know about your natural tendency. Be sure to allow each partner to share in the time you have.Facilitator does: Monitors time and reminds people to let the other partner share half way through. After 4 minutes, bring the group back together.Facilitator says: How many of you were more like video #1? Tell us why.  Facilitator does: Gather a few responsesFacilitator says: How many of you were more like video #2? Tell us why.Facilitator does: Gather a few responses.Facilitator says: How many of you were more like video #2? Tell us why.Facilitator does: Gather a few responses.Facilitator says: How many of you could not decide? Tell us why.Facilitator does: Gather a few responses.Note: It is possible to be like all the videos. An individual’s natural tendencies and circumstances often determine which general approach is best. We will relate this content later to mentor stances.



Key Takeaway

Mentoring is the process by which a 
trusted and experienced person takes a 

personal and direct interest in the 
development and education of a less 

experienced individual.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Explain that Key Takeaway slides will appear at the end of almost every section in all modules to help summarize the learning. Read slide



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: We’ll take a break now. Set your timers for 10 minutes and be back promptly



Mentor Attributes and 
Stances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: We will now turn our attention to the attributes of effective mentors. We will be focusing on the second outcome for today, understand the mentor roles, responsibilities, expectations, and key attributes.



Mentor Attributes

• Beliefs
• Teaching expertise
• Coaching skills
• Relationship skills
• Content expertise
• Leadership skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator says: Mentors have and are developing expertise in six main areas. Let’s talk about each area and how it contributes to effectiveness as a mentor. You’ll find the list of attributes on p. 12.  First, take a few minutes to read through each of the attributes in more detail on page 12 of your handout and highlight keywords and phrases that stand out to you.Facilitator does: give participants 5 minutes to complete the given task. Facilitator says: Let’s talk about these attributes. The first area is the belief system of a mentor. A mentor is someone who holds a growth-mindset and is committed to examining issues from multiple perspectives. Mentors recognize that they are not finished in their own development and therefore commit to continuous learning and development. Mentors recognize the value and worth of every one, understand that their beliefs and assumptions drive what they say and do, and make their assumptions transparent. They have moral purpose and recognize that the privilege of teaching is a special opportunity to shape human beings. They also recognize that while they have influence, they do not have power over another adult and must be willing to let go of the sense that they can make any adult do anything. People have choices, and they will exercise them.Mentors have teaching expertise. They understand pedagogy and all that it entails including planning, assessment, management, and multiple modes of instruction. They are reflective and analytic about their practice and seek to make it transparent to others.Mentors have coaching expertise. They know how to apply knowledge about learning and diagnose learning needs. They know how to plan supports to promote growth and development. They communicate effectively, listen well, and probe thinking with questions. They build relationships and promote reflection.Mentors build relationships that support growth without threat or risk, blaming, or fault-finding. They believe in the capacity of others.Mentors have deep content expertise. They know their stuff and use it to design effective teaching. They are willing to acknowledge when they don’t know and seek ways to develop their understanding further.Mentors are leaders within their schools and school systems. They seek to support colleagues in multiple ways and are willing to step out to create a positive culture for educator and student learning



Mentor Stances

Consult Collaborate
Reflect

I do We do                
You do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 7 minutesFacilitator says: You will use these attributes to work with your mentee through a gradual release of responsibility model.  This is a common teaching structure. Animate the slide. I do it to model it. Then we do it together so I can support you. Lastly you do it, at first with others and then independently. Think about the many skills you learned in your life—riding a bike, hitting a baseball, swimming, etc. each typically began with you seeing someone do the action. Then you engaged in it with someone else supporting you—running along side holding you up, in a sense. Then you began to do it with others, sometimes with peers helping who might not be experts, but who were there to encourage, shed light on the process, and occasionally to show you how to do it. Lastly, there was an expectation for you to do the work on your own. This model of gradual release was originally developed by Vygotsky and applied in teaching children to read and later became a standard for in the field of coaching and teaching. It applies in mentoring as well. When working with a fellow adult, such as in a mentor-mentee relationship, the gradual release of responsibility can be thought of as three distinct stances, or approaches, to your work with your mentee. We will briefly learn about each of the stances and discuss how they fit into your work as mentors and the mentoring cycle. Facilitator does: Animate the slide. Give participants 2 minutes to read through the descriptions of the three stances on page 13 of the handout and highlight key phrases/words that stand out to them. After the 2 minutes, summarize each of the stances. Facilitator says: In the first stance, the mentor serves as expert, directing, guiding, giving advice, solving problems, providing resources, model teaching, etc. In the second stance, the mentor serves as a partner who engages in sharing the tasks and learning alongside the mentee; this includes co-planning and co-teaching, exchanging resources, etc. In the third stance, the mentor surfaces the mentee’s thinking to increase the mentee’s cognitive processes such as conscious decision making to refine and expand practice and to develop the mentee’s capacity to become self-analytic and reflective as a professional. Facilitator does: Ask participants how they might label/name each stance before revealing the answers and having them write it in their handout. Then animate the slide.Facilitator says: These are the official names for the mentor stances—consulting, collaborating, and reflecting/mediating. Each has a purpose and place in mentoring and in the mentor cycle that we will examine more closely in a little bit. Because most of the teachers you will be mentoring will be novice teachers, you most often will be taking a consulting stance in your work. As they begin to get more comfortable with their teaching practice, you may move down the continuum to collaborate. And as you reach the end of the year some of your mentees may even be ready for the reflect/mediate stance. You may also find yourself taking different stances at different times based your mentee’s comfort level with different areas of their teaching practice. They may be very comfortable with one thing, while less comfortable with others. So keep all three of these stances in mind all of the time.



Key Takeaway

Mentors develop expertise in mentoring 
attributes and approach the work 

through different stances to personalize 
support that meets mentee needs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



The Mentor Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: The next piece in our agenda is going through the Mentor Cycle, which is what all of our work together will be grounded in. You are going to become very familiar with this cycle because it is the framework upon which the entire course is designed. You’ll notice that it is closely aligned with the goals of this course. It will be a constant in each of our sessions so you can see how all your learning ties together and connects to the goals. While the mentor cycle is included in your handout on an upcoming page, please do not look ahead. That will ruin our first activity for you.



The Mentoring Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator NOTE: This activity could be done as a physical card sort or a digital card sort using Google Slides. To create the physical card sort, create a mat with the mentor cycle with blanks & turn the mentor cycle components into small cards that they place in the various spaces. To use the digital card sort, share this LINK with participants and assign each table group a different slide. Facilitator says: We’re going to start by giving you time to explore the mentoring cycle.  Before we start this activity, close your packets and put them aside during this activity. Think of this as a little pre-assessment. We are going to give you the 3 core components to start. Then your job at your table groups will be to match up each of the additional components to one of the three core components OR if you think that component may belong in the middle of the cycle. Hint- each core component has 3 additional components attached to it and 2 belong in the middle blanks. Using your background knowledge and some context clues, let’s see how you would create the mentor cycle with the components provided on the cards. Facilitator does: Give table groups 6 minutes to sort out the cards to create the mentor cycle. Circulate to listen in on conversations and rationales for putting particular components in certain places to touch on in later discussion.



The Mentoring Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Click through the animation to reveal the components of the cycle. As you click, discuss what the different components are. You can use the following talking points. Facilitator says: The core components of the cycle are diagnose, coach, and monitor progress. In Diagnose, you are answering the question, What does my mentee need? During the Coach phase you are answering the question, How am I going to support my mentee? And with Monitor Progress, What growth can we identify? These three questions really guide the work that is happening during each core component of the cycle. Now let’s make our way around the cycle and look at each additional component a little deeper. In diagnosis, mentors are (animate the slide) observe, analyze data, and set goals with the mentee. In coach, the mentor  (animate the slide) creates the plan for how they’ll support their mentee. In the program, you will learn different kinds of support you can provide your mentee.  And you’ll learn how to debrief how those supports are going. You should notice that at this point in the cycle, you and your mentee will go back and forth, between you providing support and debriefing how it’s going, before you move on to monitor progress,(animate the slide). Here you will learn how to look at the data from your support you’ve been providing to evaluate the impact of that work and determine the next steps for your mentee. And you will learn how to plan for and facilitate reflection conversations to develop the mentee’s capacity for self-analysis and to become a reflective practitioner committed to his or her own continuous improvement.  You will proceed through this cycle, diagnosing what your mentee needs, coaching and supporting your mentee, and then figuring out what to do next, many times throughout your relationship with your mentee.In the center of the cycle, are two components that provide the foundation for all of the other work (animate the slide). Build relationships and communicate effectively. We will return to these two components repeatedly throughout the program. You can’t diagnose, coach, or measure progress without building a strong relationship and effectively communicating with your mentee.Facilitator does: Show the full mentor cycle. Tell participants they can find this on page 14 of their handouts.



The Mentoring Cycle & Mentor Attributes

• Beliefs
• Teaching 

expertise
• Coaching skills
• Relationship skills
• Content 

expertise
• Leadership skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: Let’s connect our learning about the mentor attributes to the mentor cycle. Thinking about what we learned about the main attributes of a mentor (listed on the slide), what connections do you see between when those attributes might be needed most in different parts of the mentor cycle? Take a few minutes independently to review the attributes referring to them in more detail on page 12 of your handouts if needed & then placing them around various points in the cycle where you see the biggest connections. For example, you may need to use your relationship skills a lot when building relationships with your mentees, so I would write relationship skills near build relationships. We want to be clear that there are really no right or wrong answers with this activity. We just want you to start seeing the connection between the topics we’ve been discussing this morning and how they all fit together. Use the cycle on page 14 of your handout to complete this activity. Facilitator does: Give participants 5 minutes to work on this activity independently. After 5 minutes is up allow participants to share out their answers with their tablemates and discuss why they made certain connections. Share out some answers with the whole group if time allows.



Self-Assessment

Review the attributes of effective mentors 
and the components of the mentor cycle:
Code each:

+ Extensive experience
? Some experience
* Limited experience
0 No experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: As we bring this section of our agenda to a close we want to give you some time to do some self reflecting and self-assessment. We are going to give you about 5 minutes to review the attributes of an effective mentor and the components of the mentor cycle on page 15 of your handout and the points in each using the system you see on the slide. Work quickly because your initial impression is often your most accurate. This is not a test and throughout the course we will develop your expertise further in nearly every area. Your codes will give you a sense of your current areas of strength and those areas you want to develop further.Facilitator does: Give participants time to self-assess using the coding on the slide and the handout on page 15. When most participants seem done, move on to the next slide.



Self-Assessment

● With a partner, review your self-assessment.
○ Share your strengths.
○ Share your areas of opportunity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Now you are going to find a new partner, someone you haven’t yet worked with today, by standing up, putting your hand up, then pairing up. (facilitators model this). With your partner, you are going to share a few of your strengths and a few of your areas for growth. Feel free to take your handout with you for reference. Be sure each partner gets a chance to share. When you are finished sharing, please return to your table.Facilitator does: Facilitates if necessary forming pairs. Break up trios or larger groups because there is insufficient time for people to share if there are more than two people together.



Key Takeaway

Mentors apply the mentoring cycle 
(diagnose, coach, monitor progress) to 

develop mentee competence.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide. Remember that everything we will be learning about when it comes to the mentor cycle in future modules will be to help us facilitate the development of mentee competence. 



Overview of Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says:  Now we are going to take some time to go over another part of the mentoring program requirements - the assessments.



● What?
○ Application and demonstration of                             

mentoring knowledge and practice
● Why?

○ Beginning with the end in mind
● How?

○ Bloomboard platform

The Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: There are assessments that you will be required by the LDOE to complete in order for you to receive mentor certification. The assessments are an opportunity for application and demonstration of your mentoring knowledge and expertise. Why are we talking about these now? We want to start with the end in mind so we know where we are heading in this process. We will consistently revisit these assessments throughout the modules so the expectations are very clear and you are able to see the connections between what we are learning during our time together and how it connects to the assessments. How will you access and complete the assessments? You all should have a log in to the Bloomboard website and this is where the assessments live. Today we will give you an overview of the platform and give you some time to click around to become familiar with it as well. 



The Platform: Bloomboard

https://my.bloomboard.com/home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Log on to the Bloomboard platform. Model how to access the assessments for participants and click and talk through the 4 different components (analyze, develop, implement, evaluate) explaining the assignment, rubric, and submission parts of each. https://my.bloomboard.com/Username: Password: 

https://my.bloomboard.com/home


Assessment Platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: Now it’s your turn. We want to give you some time to log in to the platform and dig around and become familiar with it. If you are not sure what your login is, feel free to look on with a shoulder partner or table mate so you can begin to familiarize yourself with the platform and different assessments. 



Let’s Reflect 

● What’s something you feel you can tackle fairly 
easily?

● What’s something that is going to be a big stretch 
that you’re going to push yourself to achieve?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Thinking about the self assessment we did a little bit ago and now that you’ve had some time to dig into the assessment requirements consider these two questions. What’s something you feel like you can tackle fairly easily? And What’s something that is going to be a big stretch that you’re going to push yourself to achieve? Talk with a shoulder partner for 2 minutes.Facilitator does: Listen in on conversations as participants discuss. Invite a few participants to share out thoughts with the whole group. 



Key Takeaway

The Mentor Teacher Assessments 
provide an opportunity to apply learning 

and show competency in mentor 
teaching.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section start: 11:45Duration: 45 minutes



Teacher Preparation 
Competencies & The 

Compass Rubric

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Our final focus before exploring our first part of the mentor cycle will be to make a few quick connections to Louisiana’s Teacher Preparation Competencies and the Compass Rubric. These competencies define what a teacher candidate must know and be able to do to be eligible for certification. And as you know, the Compass rubric is what is used to evaluate teacher performance each year.NOTE: Mentor teachers may not have much familiarity with the competencies since they did not exist when they went through their own teacher prep programs.



Teacher Preparation Competencies
Read page 3 of the Teacher Preparation 
Competencies & the competencies for 
one subject area of your choice.

• Skim, Summarize, and Share

• In what ways can you use the teacher 
preparation competencies to support the  
growth and development of your  
mentees?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: It is time to meet someone new. You are going to find a new partner to work with by standing up and finding someone who has something on today similar to yourself. For example, if you both have something red on you can be partners. Together you will skim, summarize & share page 3 of the document & one subject area section of your choice to learn about the competencies. Take one section at a time; skim the section, summarize out to the side the jist of that section, then share with your partner. Then repeat these steps for the next section. As you share with your partner, make sure to discuss how you, as mentors can use the competencies to support your work with mentees. [Note—as criteria for establishing goals, assessment, and success.] Facilitator does: Circulate to listen in on conversations. If good points are being brought up during partner talk that you believe should be shared with the whole group, ask those participants to share out toward the end of the activity. [Note  if no one says that they will use the Competencies as they are engaging in the mentor cycle to help prioritize and establish goals for their mentee, to help measure the progress of their mentee, and to evaluate their success you should share those].Facilitator says: I also want to make sure to point out that the competencies that pre-service teachers usually have to meet several of these depending on their certification area. For example, elementary teachers have to demonstrate the general teacher competencies and the math and the ELA.NOTE: Link to the competencies- https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/teaching/teacher-preparation-competencies.pdf?sfvrsn=4



The Compass Rubric

In what ways can you use the rubric to support the growth 
and development of your mentees?

What parts of the rubric might a new teacher need the most 
help with in the beginning of their first year of teaching?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: Sticking with this partner now take another few minutes to skim through the Compass Rubric. This should be way more familiar to you all. Some of you may be in a school system that uses a different rubric like NIET (TAP) rubric for evaluations, but just know that we are looking at compass here because it is the most widely used state-wide. As you skim through, think about the following two questions. Animate the slide. In what ways can you use the rubric to support the growth and development of your mentees? And What parts of the rubric might a new teacher need the most help with in the beginning of their first year of teaching?Facilitator does: Circulate to listen in on conversations. If good points are being brought up during partner talk that you believe should be shared with the whole group, ask those participants to share out toward the end of the activity. [Note  if no one says that they will use the rubric as they are engaging in the mentor cycle to help prioritize and establish goals for their mentee, to help measure the progress of their mentee, and to evaluate their success you should share those].Facilitator says: We want to emphasize that the competencies are the minimum standards on which the state is preparing their residents and new teachers to be successful. Therefore these competencies and the performance rubric are the sticks by which Louisiana's mentors should be assessing their mentees' areas for growth and measuring their progress. We will revisit these tools throughout our time together. 



Key Takeaway

Louisiana’s Teacher Preparation 
Competencies define what a teacher 

candidate must know and be able to do 
to be eligible for certification.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



The Mentoring Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: It’s time to get learning about parts of the mentoring cycle. The first part of the mentor cycle we are going to dive into is Build Relationships. Facilitator does:  Explain why in your opinion Build relationships (animate the slide) is at the center of the cycle and how it weaves into everything they will do as mentors. You can pull on personal experience to illustrate this point, as applicable.



Build Relationships: 3 Key Components

● Establish trust
● Build confidence
● Maintain momentum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Explain to participants that every part of the mentor cycle will be broken down into 3 key components. Go over the 3 key components for Build Relationships explaining that over the course of your time together build relationships will be revisited in multiple sessions honing in on different aspects of these 3 key components. Animate the slide.Facilitator says: Today’s focus will be on the first key component, Establish Trust.



Establish Trust

“Trust is integral to educator learning 
and student success”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Read the quote aloud to participants. Ask anyone in the group to share their thoughts aloud about what comes to mind for them when they hear this statement.



Why is Trust So Important?

• All read first summary of findings, “Trust in Schools”
• Identify a surprise found in the reading

• All read second summary of findings, “Trust Matters”
• Identify what is the same and different between the two summaries

• All read third summary of findings, “The Speed of Trust”
• A takeaway that added to your understanding about trust in 

schools
• Identify two ideas that will help you develop, nurture, & sustain 

a culture of trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 20 minutesFacilitator Does: Explain the protocol to participants, which they can find the instructions and articles for the activity on pages 18-21 of their handout.Participants will work in pairs for this activity.They will read the first summary of findings, “Trust in Schools” and each participant will identify a surprise they found in the reading.They will read the second summary of findings, “Trust Matters” and identify what is the same and different between the two sets of findings.They will read the third summary, “The Speed of Trust” and identify what was added to their understanding about trust.Together, they will identify two ideas they are taking away that will support them in developing, nurturing, and sustaining a culture of trust. - Participants should be ready to share these two ideas with their table group during the debrief.Links to the articles:https://learningforward.org/newsletters/transform/may-2014/build-trust-for-professional-learning/https://learningforward.org/journal/december-2018-volume-39-no-6/lets-get-specific-about-how-leaders-can-build-trust/https://learningforward.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/tools9-10.pdf



Share Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Instruct participants to share their key takeaways with their table groups and to jot down additional ideas from their tablemates that resonate with them. Pose an additional question if needed to get conversation going, “How will the ideas just shared impact your work as a mentor?”



Behaviors that Build Trust

• Talk straight
• Demonstrate respect
• Create transparency
• Right wrongs

• Show loyalty

• Deliver results
• Get better

• Confront reality
• Clarify expectations
• Practice accountability
• Listen first
• Keep commitments
• Extend trust over and 

over again

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Tell participants that The Speed of Trust (the 2nd summary they read earlier) builds on these ideas to build trust with 13 specific behaviors that people can take to build trust.  They are on pages 22-24 of your handout. Give participants a few seconds to read the 13 behaviors on the slide.



Generate Examples of Behaviors that Build Trust

• Column 1 - The behavior that 
helps build trust

• Column 2 - description of the 
behavior

• Complete columns 3 & 4 in the 
table
• Column 3 - Real-world example 1
• Column 4 - Real-world example 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator Note: How you divide up this work depends on the size of the group. You may choose to jigsaw each behavior so that each table group is only working on 1 or 2 behaviors and examples OR give multiple behaviors to multiple groups to gather a list of even more examples/ideas. You decide how best to jigsaw the work for your participant group.Facilitator does: Explain the layout of the chart to participants on pages 22-24 of their handout.Their assignment will be to complete columns 3 and 4 in the table. Column 1 is the behavior to help build trust, column 2 gives examples of the behavior a little bit more, columns 3 and 4 will be blank. In columns 3 & 4 we want participants to think of a real-world example of how a mentor could put this behavior into practice.  An example is provided for one of the behaviors in the table already.



Share Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Depending on how you decided to jigsaw the group, this is the opportunity for everyone to share their real-world examples for the 13 different behaviors. How you do this depends on how you jigsawed the group. You may choose to share out as a whole group and let everyone jot down the other’s ideas, group together the different tables to share ideas, etc. 



Make a Personal Plan for Behaviors that Build Trust

Reflect on yourself as a professional:

• What do you already feel is one of your strengths?

• What are some behaviors you would like to improve upon?

These will become the basis of your plan for building trust with your 
mentee.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Tell participants that as they reviewed these behaviors, they may have noted behaviors that they already feel they are good at, as well as behaviors that they feel like they need to improve upon.  Give them 3 minutes to make a personal plan in their handouts on page 25,  which ones they would most like to practice with their mentee.



Key Takeaway

Establishing a trusting 
relationship is vital to the 

mentor-mentee relationship.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section start: 2:30Duration: 15 minutes



The Mentoring Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Let’s continue to dig into the Building Relationships component of the mentor cycle.



Build Relationships: 3 Key Components

● Establish trust
● Build confidence
● Maintain momentum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Explain to participants that we are still talking about the first key component, establish trust. 



Why is establishing trust so important?

Think about a situation in which something 
didn’t go as you had intended...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Think about a situation in which something didn’t go as you had intended and after you said to yourself, “If only I had known that or anticipated that or asked about that in advance….if I had taken the time to establish a trusting relationship...” the situation would have been better.Facilitator does: After a minute, share a personal example (Example: For me, I remember a time when I facilitated a lot of meetings. People kept arriving late. They made excuses for their lateness when they arrived. I just became more frustrated. I realized that we did not have an agreement about starting on time and overusing excuses as if they were pardons. I had accidentally let a situation grow in which the better your excuse, the less responsible you were for coming on time.)



Partnership Agreements 
support establishing trust 

between mentors and 
mentees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator Says: Without a trusting relationship, it can be difficult to fully support your mentees. One way you can establish trust with your mentees is by using partnership agreements.  Partnership agreements are critical for a healthy, productive relationship with your mentee. Let’s discuss exactly what partnership agreements are. 



Partnership Agreements

• Mutual agreement between mentor and mentee to define 
their working relationship

• Can be revisited and renegotiated at any time

• Most helpful if written

• Anticipate and be as prepared as you can be for things to go 
well

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: Partnership agreements are mutual agreements, agreed upon by all parties, not just given to one party from the other. They help establish the foundation of a working relationship by defining the parameters, scope, expectations, responsibilities, and roles, of those involved in the partnership. In some cases, people refer to these agreements as a contract for their relationship. Partnership agreements are established between a mentor and mentee very early in their relationship. They specify what each party expects of the other. Partnership agreements are set for a predetermined amount of time and revisited often so they are kept in the forefront as reminders of what each party agreed to. At the request of either the mentor or mentee, the agreements can be redefined or negotiated at any time and for any reason. In some cases, to elevate the significance of partnership agreements, the mentor and mentee might sign a document in which they have listed their agreements. This isn’t always necessary, yet it conveys a degree of gravity and responsibility to both parties for adhering to the mutual agreements. A written document helps clarify language, adds specificity where needed, and minimizes gaps in memory. A document, signed or not, is a way to have a record of the agreements so that they can be reviewed and revised as needed.Partnership agreements can be helpful because up front you are trying to set up the conditions for things to go as well as they possibly can!  You are anticipating and asking about everything ahead of time so that you are prepared as you can be. We will now visit aspects of partnership agreements that can be helpful in building strong mentor and mentee relationships.



Components of Partnership Agreements

● Clarify roles

● Set expectations to avoid
confusion or surprises

● Establish parameters and 
scope

● Identify the needs of 
each party

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Here are the primary components of partnership agreements. First, you must clarify the roles of each participant in the partnership.  For example, if a mentee expects the mentor to intervene if the mentee makes an error while teaching, and the mentor does not do that, there may be some bad feelings on the part of the mentee, and this might affect the trust between them. The mentee may worry mentor is setting him/her up for failure. Partnership agreements set expectations to help avoid confusion and surprises. For example, if the mentee is observing a model lesson the mentor is teaching, and the mentee begins working with a student instead of taking notes on what the mentor is modeling the mentor may consider this as the mentee not valuing her work and harbor ill feelings toward the mentee. Partnership agreements establish parameters and scope for the work. Parameters might include the best way to communicate and when to communicate. For example, the mentor might say that any calls or texts after 6:00 will most likely be addressed until morning unless there is an emergency. They may also include defining what an emergency is.  In addition, scope establishes how often and how many times a mentor and mentee will work together in a certain time frame.Partnership agreements make clear what each party needs for comfort, safety, and success. For example, a mentee might prefer to have something regarding performance from the mentor in writing so she can reflect on it before she and the mentor discuss it. The mentor might want the mentee to be more active and metacognitive in their conversations rather than passive and only receptive.As you think about the importance of partnership agreements, what might be other reasons they are a necessary part of a healthy relationship? Talk at your tables about other reasons partnership agreements are necessary between a mentor and mentee.Facilitator does: After 2 minutes invite some responses.



Partnership Agreements: Areas to Discuss

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 4 minutesFacilitator does: Explain to participants that partnership agreements can even get down to the nitty gritty of the scope of the work. There are 10 areas that mentors & mentees may decide to discuss ahead of time when creating their partnership agreements. This video gives a summary of those additional areas. These are also described on page 27-28 of their handouts. Participants may jot down notes along with those descriptions as they watch.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2XXRQLu6fI


Building Relationships:  Scenario Practice

• Work with a new partner.

• Read the scenario.

• Identify the evident agreements within the situation.

• Identify other agreements you would recommend the 
mentor and mentee make.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator Says: Everyone is going to find a new partner to work with for this next activity. We are going to put the music on, boogie around the room. When the music stops, find someone closest to you, a quick place to sit and then we will give instructions. Facilitator Does: Play music, mill around, and stop when ready for participants to partner up.Facilitator Says: With your new partner, read the scenario on page 29-30. Identify partnership agreements evident within the scenario on page 30 of your handout. After reading the scenario, consider what additional agreements that you would recommend they form. Facilitator Does: Circulate and probe. After 10 minutes, move to the next slide.



Building Relationships:  Scenario Practice

• Find a new partner.
• Read through the scenario.
• Identify questions the mentor asks to 

establish a partnership agreement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator Says: For this next activity you are going to find a new partner again, we will play the music, dance around, and when it stops find a new colleague to work with and a space to work in. Facilitator Does: Play music, mill around, and stop when ready for participants to partner up.Facilitator Says: Read through the scenario on page 31-33, you and your partner could even “act out” the two roles if you’d like. As you read look for and annotate in whatever way you choose to identify the questions that the mentor asks that helps them set up and establish a partnership agreement with their mentee. Facilitator Does: Circulate and look and listen in as partners read through the scenario. 



Plan for Creating a Partnership Agreement
● Find a new partner
● Review the Sample Questions to Guide a Partnership Agreement 

Conversation 
● Fill in the blank Partnership Agreement template:

○ What areas do each of you want to be sure to include in the 
partnership agreement conversation with your mentee?

Goal: Be ready to engage in a Partnership Agreement Conversation with 
your mentee

Next Step: Get in touch with your mentee to set up time to have 
your Partnership Agreement Conversation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator Says: For this next activity you are going to find a new partner again, we will play the music, dance around, and when it stops find a new colleague to work with and a space to work in. Facilitator Does: Play music, mill around, and stop when ready for participants to partner up.Facilitator Says: With your new partner, you will now plan forward what this new learning looks like in practice with your real mentees. You’ll have about 10 minutes to work on this assignment. First, review the sample questions to guide a partnership agreement conversation on page 34 of your handout. These will serve as a guide for selecting and writing your questions for the areas you want to cover in a partnership agreement. You have two blank partnership agreement templates in your handout. You can use one now and save one to copy for future work. At the end of the 10 minutes, you should have all of your questions prepared and should feel ready to engage in a partnership agreement conversation with your mentee.Facilitator does: After 10 minutes, bring participants back together and ask several people to share out the areas they are going to be sure to include and specific questions they are going to use to guide the conversation. They may find someone who created a good question not on the sample questions list. (Animate slide)Point out that their next step, once back to school, will be to have a partnership agreement conversation with their mentee.  



Reflect 

How will you use a 
Partnership Agreement 

to build trust in your 
mentor-mentee 

relationship?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: Let’s wrap up this conversation about partnership agreements by having you privately reflect on the question on the slide. You may use the space in your handout on page 37.



Key Takeaway

Partnership Agreements support 
establishing trust between mentors and 

mentees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



Administrator Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: We know how important administrator support is when it comes to roles like this. The purpose of this section is to provide you with concrete ideas on how to gain administrator support when doing this very important work. 



Mentors & Administrators must be Partners
● This relationship:

○ Is most important factor contributing to success of mentoring
○ Enables mentor to have greater influence in culture of continuous improvement 

● Both need to:
○ Share common goals
○ Collaborate on expectations, responsibilities, and boundaries of mentoring work
○ Be aligned about how mentoring work will be monitored, assessed, and evaluated

● Administrators need to 
○ Support mentors
○ Address barriers to mentor’s work
○ Set expectations to mentee about their participation in work
○ Follow up with mentee about participation in work

● Mentors need to
○ Clearly communicate needs up front to administrator
○ Keep lines of clear communication open

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Talk through the points on the slide to introduce the important of having a strong working partnership with an administrator. 



Potential Barriers

• “My administrator…
• ...hasn’t communicated about the purpose of my role to the 

rest of the school”
• ...hasn’t assigned me someone to mentor”
• ...isn’t allotting time for me to work with my mentee”
• ...is assigning me to other work that gets in the way of 

working with my mentee”
• ...isn’t helping me with a reluctant mentee”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Given the importance of administrator support for success in mentoring, it’s not surprising that lack of administrator support is a big concern for mentors.  These are some of the most common administrator concerns we’ve heard from previous participants in the mentor program.



Ways to Address Concerns

● Get creative
● Self-advocate
● Share new learning
● Meet regularly
● Establish expectations in 

writing before beginning 
to mentor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says the following as they talk through the animated points:Sometimes you will have to get creative. When we say ‘get creative’ we mean you don’t necessarily have to be assigned an official mentee to practice these skills that you’ll be learning. You could ask a trusted colleague/friend or a teammate to allow you to practice your mentoring skills on. It’s a win-win situation because you both will benefit as well as both groups of students.Getting creative could also look like if you’re mentoring another teacher on your same grade level and you need to model something for her, but there is no one to cover your class - you could combine classes and model with both groups of kids. We’ll continue to talk about ways to be creative throughout the programYou may have to do some self-advocating; explaining to your administrator how important this work is to you and you take the role very seriously and want to do well - how can they help you be more effective?You also may want to share mentor program materials with your administrator. For example, a copy of the Mentor Cycle or descriptions of different components as you learn about them throughout the course. For example, your administrator might not be familiar with the different kinds of support a mentor can provide a mentee.And finally, you can take the time here at the beginning to establish a strong working relationship with your administrator. This means setting up those expectations of the scope of the work ahead of the time. You may set up a standing monthly meeting time to discuss how mentoring is going. It’s also a good practice to write down agreed-upon expectations so you can refer to them throughout your term as a mentor.



Mentor Expectations Discussion Items

● Review the list of 
discussion items

● Discuss any 
additional questions 
you might add to the 
list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: On pages 38-39 there is a list of discussion items that should be covered in an initial discussion of Mentor Expectations between mentor and administrator. These questions will help the mentor and administrator define the scope of the mentor’s work.Facilitator does: Discuss the expectations, adding any relevant personal experiences about why these are important to discuss.Facilitator says: These questions are also found on page 38-39 of your handout in a format that you can use to take notes on during your meetingThere are two copies of this so you can use one right away and save one to make copies of for future use (for example, with a new administrator or in future years).I encourage you to send a copy of those notes to your administrator after the meetingIf there are several of you from one school, you can meet with your administrator all together to discuss expectationsYou also might find that due to your unique circumstances, all of these questions are not needed.  It is not expected that you march through the questions in lock-step. They are provided as a guide to facilitate a productive conversation.Facilitator does: After participants review the list of discussion items for 2 minutes independently, have them discuss with a shoulder partner any additional questions they would want to add to this list. Listen in to conversations and call out any additional questions participants come up with to the whole group if applicable. 



Key Takeaway

Mentors and administrators must 
work as partners to establish 

expectations for the scope of the 
mentor’s work with their mentee.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read slide



Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Let’s bring some closure to our first module together. 



Preview of Module 2
• Apply concepts of adult learning theory to the work with 

mentees
• Understand the three fundamental elements of effective 

classroom management for inclusion as defined within the 
Mentoring Assessments

• Conduct a classroom observation in order to collect data to 
inform future goal-setting

• Analyze observation data in order to identify a prioritized area 
to improve mentee’s instructional practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: preview the next module’s content



Homework

● Explore the online assessments & make connections to today’s 
new learning

● Read the article “Andragogy: Adult Learning Theory”. Write 
down one sentence, one short phrase, and one word you found 
particularly significant from the article. Be ready to share those 
during Module 2.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Review the session homework. The article is at the end of today’s handout.



Exit Ticket

Get two sticky notes:

1. Biggest takeaway 
2. One question you 

currently have

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Everyone please take out two sticky notes.  Label your first sticky note #1 and write down 1 big takeaway you have from today’s learning. Label your second sticky note #2 and write down 1 question you currently have as we head out for the day. Please bring your sticky notes up to the facilitators before you head out.Note to facilitators: After participants leave for the day, work together as a facilitator pair to review the takeaways and questions on the sticky notes.Prioritize which takeaways to share: which takeaways did many people say? Which takeaways are particularly insightful and will move mentor thinking forward?Prioritize which questions to share and answer: which questions will NOT be answered tomorrow and are necessary for the mentors to understand their role, the mentor cycle, and the mentor program of modules and assessments?





Appendix
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